CRACK-COCAINE DISPARITY REFORM IN THE STATES
In the 1980s and 1990s, many states and the federal government created harsh mandatory
minimum sentencing laws for crack and powder cocaine offenses. Some of these laws treated the
drugs very differently, permitting the same mandatory minimum sentences for selling large
amounts of powder cocaine or much smaller amounts of crack cocaine. This difference became
known as the “crack-powder disparity.”
The crack-powder disparity has been criticized – and should be reformed – because
1. Chemically, crack and powder cocaine are the same drug and produce the same effect on
users, though they are ingested differently.1
2. While both Blacks and whites use crack cocaine at roughly similar (and low) rates overall
nationwide,2 most crack offenders convicted and sentenced are Black, and most powder
cocaine offenders convicted and sentenced are white or Hispanic. Thus, crack-powder
disparities create a racially disparate impact in sentencing, resulting in much lengthier
sentences for Blacks than for whites or Hispanics who are using or selling chemically
identical drugs.3
3. Policies that produce racially disparate impacts, like the crack-powder disparity,
undermine public trust in and respect for the criminal justice system.4
In response to these criticisms, today only a few jurisdictions continue to use crack-powder
sentencing disparities. South Carolina eliminated its disparity in 2010,5 followed by Ohio in
2011,6 California in 2014,7 and Maryland in 2016.8 Examples of the remaining disparities and
their sentences (not all of which are mandatory minimum terms) are below.
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